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Topics

• Ethics and PD

• Ethical theories

• Ethics and technology

• Ethical issues of working with users

• Ethics of use
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Ethics and PD

• People who do an activity know most of how it is done 

– Respect other people’s expertise

– Respect their rights to represent own activites

• Develop and use tools that enable designers, users and stakeholders 

to learn from each other through understanding priorities and 

perspectives

• People have a basic right to make decisions about how they do their 

work and activities

– An emancipatory agenda
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Ethical theories

• Moral philosophies

– How to live a good life? 

– What is a good life? 

• Right or wrong acts?

– its consequences (J. S. Mill) 

– duty (I. Kant)

• Phronesis as a virtue of ethical life

• Dialogical relations with others 
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Ethics and technology design

Technology design and use is shaping the future

• Hans Jonas: 

«The Imperative of Responsibility: In search of an Ethics for the Technological 

Age»

• Traditional ethics only requires a good understanding of the present situation

• Finding ways to better predict the effect of new technologies as a way to 

strengthen and improve our decision making about their design and use

• Accountability of technology design and development to the world it creates. 

• Are we responsible for unintended consequences of technology? 



Ethical issues of working with users

Who do we engage with in a PD project?

Who can provide “voluntary and unconstrained participation”?

Defining those who have a right to participate

Dual loyalties: Being both critical and constructive
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How do we engage with particpants? 

Mutual trust is basic.

Informed consent is a formal way.

Adress risks and responsibilities of research vs 

design

Sensitive issues and vulnerable participants

– Protection vs exclusion

How to avoid a purely instrumental process of 

eliciting user requirements?  

Negotiating and managing of «practical politics»
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How do we represent participants and their work?

Production of representations is critical

• Representations are not innocent

• Not tell the users what their work is

• Representations can silence 

• Misrepresentations of work:

Nurses co-representing their own work: humour

Personal, contingent and sensitive to appropriateness

Normalise practises and descriptions –> residual categories

Listening can add to understanding!
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Working with vulnerable users

• What is vulnerability? 

• Unclear - being prone to harm or adverse 

impacts (Wrigley and Dawson, 2016, in 

Sommervold 2017)

• Children under 18 considered vulnerable 
(Heiberg & Undlien 2013 in Sommervold 2017)

• Sommervold (2017) chose methods in respect for the 

participating sick children/adolescents: 
– Plasticized materials for disinfection

– Magnetic boards to be used with one arm

– Starting from “cool” design -> appropriating to their needs

– Turn to ethics of care: “central focus is attending to and meeting 

needs of people for whom we are responsible”
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What can we offer participants? 

What if no technology is designed for the participants? 

• Incomplete design delivered

• No learning from use

• Researchers can harvest findings also from a failed 

project

• We often receive more than we can give

PD as responsible and reflective practice can offer

• Joyful participation

• Making their own representations

• Mutual learning

«Understand the politics of change and where you stand 

within them» (Blomberg et al 1996)

Following up for a project to grow
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Ethical issues of design in and for use 

• Issues that arise in use, strategies for 

resolving them

• Does the design increase the power-to?

• Challenges - design is completed in use

• Monitoring and surveillance
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Questions to guide ongoing reflection
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Examples

• Surveillance versus communication (BRIS-project)

• What is «good» for the participant/user? 
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Corporate Performance Management

• A system for balanced scorecards. 

• The organisation and its goals is programmed into the system. 

Cannot be changed by the users. 

• What about power-to? Configuring own needs and use? 

• Is this an ethical or practical issue?
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Interacting with automation

• Does the automation solve it all? 

• Openings for manual engagement? 
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From Verne (2015)

Something to do, 

some tasks. 



Interacting with automation
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From Verne (2015)



Or like this? 
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A perfect fit? 

From Verne (2015)



Or like this? 
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Too much? 

From Verne (2015)



Final words

Participation as a means of resolving conflicts that 

emerge in technology use – more than merely 

observing, analysing, monitoring consequences. 
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